
KSP has been an 
integral part 

of the world of karting 
for over 10 years, now. In 
France and abroad, KSP is 
a synonym for competence 
and quality in the field of 
photos, and everybody 
agrees on that. In 2011, 
KSP Agency received for 
the third time the prize of 
best photographer of the 
year awarded by the CIK-
FIA. 

Over the years, this photo agency 
established by Philippe Kalmès 
has diversified its areas of activity 
and its products, while continuing 
elevating its standards, in order to 
bring the highest satisfaction to its 
clients, drivers, teams, companies 
and federations. 

Its Website
WWW.KSP-PHOTO-AGENCY.COM 
offers some of the richest kart 
photo archives available: 

1,250 reports, over 13,000 drivers 
all over the world and 590,000 
photos over a span of 10 years of 
activity. 

The online order form allows users 
to select all the desired images in 
just a few clicks.

KSP Photo Agency has also 
developed many solutions, such 
as a personalised report for each 
of your meetings, in order to 
immortalise your most memorable 
moments. It is the ideal solution 
for all those who wish to highlight 
their performance, make their 
Websites more attractive, provide 
HD images to the press, remain 
visually in touch with their partners 
or simply add pictures to their 
communication.

Its many references also include 
Nyck De Vries, who over the last 
4 years has entrusted KSP with 
the provision of a service that 
suits equally well both recognised 
drivers as well as karters wishing 
to make themselves known.

Discover all the service 
opportunities offered by KSP 
Agency: do not hesitate to contact 
us to study together the best 
solution to suit your needs. 
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 KSP Photo Agency:
Tailored Made Services to Suit Your Image 

www.ksp-photo-agency.com

Contacts

KSP Reportages
13, avenue Eugène Pelletan
94400 VITRY / SEINE - FRANCE

Tél. : +33 1 46 82 60 12 
Fax : +33 1 46 80 07 58
e-Mail : contact@ksp-reportages.com
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